Crowd Wisdom powers the world's most advanced professional education and development programs. Its flexible, award-winning LMS platform fosters engagement, distributes high-quality professional education and multiplies non-dues revenue.

- Integrate with other technologies to increase member value
- Deliver a personalized and enriched learner experience
- Energize your educational program and cultivate quality content
- Connect learners with clear career paths by creating a dynamic credentialing and certification system
Leverage the latest in online learning technology.

Centralized learning hub
Simplify administration for your team and provide a modern learning portal that advances your educational goals.

Personalized learning paths
Assemble and produce courses based on set objectives, competency goals or certification paths utilizing our powerful recommendation engine.

Assessment & testing
Simulate self-prep from basic to high-stakes testing to mock certification and licensure tests.

SSO and eCommerce integration
Seamlessly integrate with AMS, eCommerce, CRM systems and your career center for a unified learner experience.

B2B sales and support
Segment and resell content to other member and learner-based organizations with ease.

Content and authoring
Collaborate with us to construct quality content and robust learning programs.

“...It’s incredibly easy for us to track large numbers of learners. Nearly 7,000 drivers have taken courses using Crowd Wisdom, (...) helping companies save up to $7 million annually.”

David Kestenbaum
Director – Certification for Sustainable Transportation
University of Vermont

12M+ ENROLLMENTS PER YEAR
6M+ COURSE COMPLETIONS PER YEAR
1.6M+ CERTIFICATES PER YEAR

Learn more about Crowd Wisdom at communitybrands.com/crowd-wisdom
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